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che crime of being Jewish. Popular antisemitism still exists, bur nor 

on a scale co constitute a significant threat. Israel is living through an 

era of prosperity and is looking forward ro a rime of real peace, even 

as terrible costs in human life are being paid along the way. Jews 

in North America have achieved levels of material su ccess and accep

tance by the established powers of this society chat go beyond the 

immigrant generation's wildest dreams. Even the final taboo against 

mingling with Jews, that of accepting them into the fam ily circle, is 

breaking down. Surveys show that few Christian families, especially 

chose of older Ameri.can Proresranr scock, object any longer ro 

cheir children marrying Jews. 

Ah, bur there's the rub. Intermarriage, i r turns our, was nor 

quite what we had in mind. We sought full acceptance in America: 

T har meant elite schools, executive positions in old companies, mov

ing into rhe "right" suburbs, even joining the country club. Bue some

how we naively thought it would stop there. Jewish boys would cake 

Jewish gi rls co the country club dance, or ac lease would come home 

to marry Jewish women after a few "flings" on the other side. Now 

we discover that there are no "sides" any more. Young Jews growing 

up in this country after 1970 are almost fully integrated into .Amer

ican white upper-and middle-class society, which, with but rare excep

tions, embraces them with open arms. 

For the vase majority of American Jews under fo rty, this is the 

fourth generation since immigration. These are Jewish kids, or half

or quarter-Jewish kids, whose grandparents were born mostly in 

urban Ease Coasr American ciries. Few of chem live in chose cities any 

more. and a great many are scattered co ocher pares of the concinenc 

altogether. To these Jews rhe "old counrry" is Brooklyn, Philadelphia, 

or Baltimore. Their grandparents' tales of childhood are as likely co 

be about baseball gam es as they are about pickles or herring from the 

barrel. Jewish knowledge is rare in char second generation; most were 
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too busy Am ricanizing co care much abouc che bits ofJewish lore 

or practice their parents had dragged with chem from acros the ea. 

The fourth generation ha no direct cje co the world of East European 

Jewish Life and irs spiricual and cultural riches. All char belongs co 

history. The natural ties co Yiddi hkeyc, including the rhythm of the 

J wish year, the infleccion of Jewi h peech, even the humor which 

we Jew over fifry (including the imporranr group of children of 

Holocau r urvivor whose memorie are cill more vivid) remember 

o well, are no longer a part of chis younger generation's psyche. 

<Eom the twenties through the sixcies, Jew were among 

the great proponents of melcing-pot ideology. Here we were part 

of a new nacio n b ing fo rg d in America. Forget the old hatred and 

division of Europe! T hose were code word fo r u ; we hoped they 

would mean "Leave ancisemjcism behind. " 

"Who wanes co vi it Europe?" an immigran t uncle of mine 

u ed co proclai m, a the fi rst relatives ventured fo rth as tourists in the 

1950 . "We ran away from chere!" 

Here we would help to create somethi ng becrer, fairer, less 

hateful, more humane. Ethnic divisions would recede with the pas age 

of time. Even racial divi ion , we thought somewhat naively would 

eventually fall away like o many relics of backwoods prejudice. 

In the lare 1960s the pendulum began co swing the other 

way. Ethnicity was rediscovered by America thanks ignificantly ro 

the ' black i beautiful!" cry that came forth from African-Americans 

coward the end of the C ivil Right generation . istinccivene s and 

pride in origins took the place of full inregrarion as the final goal . 

Latinos were just beginning ro become articulate a a minority, and 

they roo clearly wanted co hold on to ome of their old ways, includ

ing language. Bur if black and Latino were beautiful, so were Italian, 
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Polish, Armenian, and all the rest, including Jewish. For us, dus 

era in American cultural history coincided with the shock-therapy 

in Jewish awareness offered by the Six-Day War, leading to a major 

renewal of Jewish life over the course of the succeeding rwo decades. 

This renewal was heralded by che growth of the Jewish 

counrerculrure, besr known through the Havurah movement and 

rhe]ewish Catalogues. Bur ir includes such mainstream phenomena 

as the growrh of day school education; the developmenc of Jewish 

Studies program s in co!Jeges and unive rsities; a great array of books, 

ranging from fiction co scholarship; magazines such as Moment and 

Tikkun, and much more. lr includes the new pride (and sometimes 

militancy) of Orthodoxy and the inclusion of O rthodox concerns on 

the general Jewish agenda. It is represented in a significant shi~ in 

both style and priorities within the organized commu nity, from the 

greater funding of Jewish education co the observance of kashrut 
and shabbatat public communal functions. 

T hen came the nineties, opening with the devastating news of 

the National Jewish Population Survey. Was the whole Jewish renewal 

movement, in all its phases, borh coo little and too late? Such quali

tative observers as C harles Silberman and Leonard Fein, celebrators 

of the spirit of renewal, were now swept aside by dour figures-don't-lie 

predictions based on the ever-increasing rates of intermarriage, the 

surprisingly low rate of conversions to Judaism, and the high dropout 

rate of Jews themselves. 

T he fear begins to mount thar Jewish counterculture rypes are 

our version of aging hippies, that the "new" and supposedly dyna

mic Judaism of che havurot and minyanim is in facr serving only a 

small closed group of rabbis' kids and alumn i o f Jewish summer 

camps. Even a day-school education is viewed as far from innocuJa

cion against intermarriage as we raise a generat ion char Lives in a 

very nearly unbounded open society (for upwardly mobile and 

educated whites, which happens co include most Jews). 



Thar is why we are afraid. We ee a decline in numb rs, in loyal

ty, in knowledge. hose of us raised in rhis cradicion were caught ro 

value one mitsvah over all ochers: 7'J.:Jh onJJUJl , "Teach chem ro 

your children." Even among Jew where there was, in face, rather little 

left co pass on, the transmission of heritage, especially in the year 

following the Holocaust, was the greatest imperacive of Jewish life. 

We were raised ro see ourselves as a link between our parents and our 

chjldren, our grandparents and our grandchildren passing a legacy 

from each generation to the next. ln Jewish families all over chis coun

try there is a feeling char the chain is being broken . We scand dumb

founded as we see whole limbs falljng off the tree, the end of Judaism 

or Jewish awareness in branches of our own families . 

If Judaism is going to survive in chis country, ic will do so be

cause ic meets the needs of new generations of entirely American Jews, 

including Jews who have some non-Jewish relatjves and ancestors on 

their family cree . Rail as one may against chis ucilita rian/psychological 

approach ("They should be serving God - or standi ng loyal to tradi

cion - rather than having their 'needs' met .. . "), chose who work in 

any form of outreach to younger Jews know it to be true. These need 

are parcly social and communitarian , the need for small community 

and intimacy in the face of mass society; parcly fami lial and recreation

al, the need for "safe" day-care for toddlers and high-quality squash 

and tennis courts for upper-middle class Jews and their friends. But 

above all the need Judaism can answer is the spiritual one, a dimension 

of life chat continues to have great and perhaps even increasing 

significance in American life. 

~ e term "spiriruaJjty" is one with which most Jewish clunkers 

including rabbis, were quite uncomfortable only a decade ago. Imported 

into English from the French chiefly by Roman Catholics, it seemed to 

Jews to evoke monastic life, otherworldliness, and the awesome silences 

of vast, dark cathedrals, all so aljen to the values and experiences of 
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children of East European Jews. Lncreasingly, it has come co be assoc

iated with Eastern for ms of medication and the tremendous influence 

they have had on Americans over the course of recenr decades. 

If these associations with "spirirualicy" were strange and alien 

even to rabbis, the generally more secular communal acciviriscs and 

"doers" sranding ar the helm of Jewish organizational life saw them as 

dangerously solipsistic, a self-absorbed turn inward that would lead to 

fragmencarion rather than co greater communal strength. In face, the 

only Jewish group th.at was well-poised co deal with the needs of many 

Jews in this era was HaBaD. For the Lubavicch hasidim, "spirituality" 

translated precisely into rukhniyes (ruhaniyyutJ,l a well-known term 

in Hasidic parlance, and precisely that which Hasidism had co offer. 

Th.is Jewish version of spiricualicy meant a life devoted co avoides 

(avodat) ha-shem, che service of God, bur marked by an inward inten

sity (ltavone; kawwanah) leading co attachment to God (dveykes; deve

qut) and ulcimarely to the negation (biteL; bittu~ of all else. Of course, 

for the HaBaDnik, as for any hasid, this avoide was to be carried out 

through the usual Jewish means of Torah and mitsvot, including 

full commitment co the halakhic way of life. 

Hasidism, in other words, comprises a Jewish version of the 

"spiri rual icy" that so many in America are seeking. le does so, howev

er, in a way that insists upon uncompromised acceptance of tradi

tional norms, a way of life attractive ro a few bur probably impossi

bly al ienacing co most young American Jews in the cwency-firsr cen

tury. It is hard to believe char we are to build the Jewish future by 

a return to the life patterns (including role of women? style of lead

ership? norms of dress?) belonging to the eighteenth or early nine

teenth century. This "Amish" partern for Jewish survival is the way 

of a few hardy souls who join the core of chose raised within it, 

bur it offers little attraction for the many. 

3. I render rhe terms here boch in the Yiddish colloquial of Hasidic speech 
and in the more "proper" Sephardic and accepted scholarly versions. 
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But let us return to "spirituality." Now that we have found a 

Jewish language for it, let us examine more closely what it means and 

why it has so much become the cry of our age. Spiricuafoy is a view 

of religion char sees irs primary cask as culrivaring and nourishing 

the human soul or spirit. Each person, accordjng to chis view, has an 

inner life that he or she may choose ro develop; ch is "inwaidness" 

(penimiyyut in H ebrew) goes deeper than rhe usual object of psycho

logical investigation and cannot faE rly be explained in Freudian or 

ocher psychological terms. U ltimately, ir is "rranspersonal," reaching 

deeply inro the self bur then extending through an inward reach 

beyond rhe individual and linking him/her co all o ther selves (ro all 

o ther Jews, che hasidim would say) and co the single Spirit or Self of 

the universe we call God. God is experientially accessible through the 

cultivation of this inner life , and awareness (da'at) of char access is a 

primary value of religion . External forms, important as they are, serve 

as instruments for the devdopmenr, disciplining, and fine-tuning 

of chis awareness. T he hasid may see them as d ivinely ordained forms, 

but still recognizes that they are a means (indeed, a gift of God to 

help us in our struggle), bur nor an end in themselves. 

5 uch is, in fact, the sW ed theology of vast n umb«s of seek

ers in our era. T hough pursuing the quest through a great variety of 

symbols and uadicions, we contemporary seekers are joined by a series 
of shared sensitivities that transcends the d ifferences between our 

various systems of e.xpression. We understand "being religious" not 

primarily as commitment to particular symbols or even as faith in a 

specific set of principles, but as openness to a deep well of inner expe

rience. This includes experiences in namre, in soliwde, those induced 

by medication and silence, or some quite spontaneous. Moments 

like chese offer us insight into the w holeness o f being, expressed by 

Hasidic tradition as the realization char "the whole earth is filled with 
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His glory" or "there is no place devoid of Him," but by Hindu and 

Buddhist philosophy without reference co God as "that which is, is." 

Ir is the truth of such moments, cranslaced into teachings 

through one language or another, that nourishes our lives as seekers, 

char gives us the scrength co go forward. Ic is the love for and unity 

with all creation in such moments (whether chose are moments expe

rienced, imagined, or merely scriven for) chat underlie our ethical 

and moral lives and reU us how to live. 

Whether our spiritual.icy is Jewish or Christian, lBuddhist or 

eclectic New Age, you will probably hear us talking about living in 

harmony with natural forces, fol1owing the voice of our deepesr inward 

nature, and seeking co shape a human society that appreciates more 

and destroys/consumes less of nature's bounty, or of God's gifts. There 

is beginning co emerge a shared spiritual language of this age, one char 

transcends the borders of the traditions in which we live and where 

we may have gained our original impetus coward the spiritual life. 

Together, we share a sense that the world urgencly needs this new 

spirituality; we are as committed co it as we are to our individual rracli

tions. living in an age of ecological crisis, we understand that nothing 

is more important for humanity than a shared religious language, reach

ing across the borders of traditions, chat will make us more sensitive 

to the natural and physical world in which we live, which is itself the 

domain of the sacred. ln the coming century, aU the religions will have 

co be drawn upon co c reate such a language in order ro transform 

human consciousness for the very survival of our world. 

This "new" universal spirituality of the lace twentieth century is 

most commonly lightly dressed in Indian or Tibetan garb and rhus 

accompanied by belief in reincarnation, karma, and various charts of 

spiritual energies or stages in the process of enlightenment. Western 

elements, coo, are added co the mix of this ever-evolving raiment in 

which the spirit is co be clothed. The commonality of theological and 

ultimately experiential sub-structure across religious and cultural 
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lines aJso makes it possible for some seekers (and not only chose to be 

dismissed as "Aighcy" or unstable) either to turn from one tradition to 

another in the course of a lifelong quest or co combine elemencs char 

seem (at I.east co che outsider) co originate in entirely different and 

even contradictory social and l:uscoricaJ comexcs. 

O ver the course of some chircy years as a Jew committed co 

my own form of religious quest within Judaism, I have met many Jews 

who have chosen or needed to explore their spiritual lives duough a 

variety of non-Jewish, mostly Eascern spiritual paths. Among them I 

have come upon some remarkably profound, honest, and open seekers. 

I urge us co see such seekers not as "apostates" or as rejecters ofJuda

ism, nor as the duped victims of "cults" (though such do exist; they 

come in Eastern, Christian, and even Jewish versions), but as Jews 

loyal to at lease one aspect of our people's most ancient ways. 

Among the spiri tually wandering Jews I have met over these 

three decad es are faithful children of Abraham, doing for themselves 

what we are caught our first ancestor did. They have rejected che 

superficial idolatries of their own time and place (those of Wash

ington, H ollywood, and Maruson Avenue; even those of complacent, 

semi-assimilationist suburban Judaism, rather than those of Ashur 

and U r) and have gone off to the desert, seeking in it the secret places 

that Aow with milk and honey. T hough the terrain they explore may 

be alien and sometimes even objectionable co us, their need co do so 

and the growth char cakes place over che course of such exploration 

should be famil iar and nor entirely surprising co us as Jews. Given the 

generalJy low level of spiritual seriousness in most liberal synagogues 

in our country, it is little wonder char Jewish seekers feel a need co 

turn elsewhere in quest of profound religious cruth. 

For the generations born or raised since the end of the Second 

World War, religious quest has been prominent among Americans in a 

way it had not been earlier. This is aue among Jews in somewhat 
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higher numbers, but ir is uue of general culture as well. Such serious 
studenrs of American cultural norms as Peter Berger, Robert Bellah, and 

Martin Marry have cried co document and explain chis phenomenon. 

The attraction of Americans to serious religion in recenc years runs the 

whole gamut, from fundamentalist and evangelical Christianity ro the 

quasi-Eastern, from charismatic Catholicism and HaBaD Judaism co 

the New Age and experimental in all (and no) cradicions. Among Jews 

ic includes ba'aley teshuvah, those who have found their way into a 

more intense and spirirual, bur also more observant, Jewish life; and the 
much larger group who have turned elsewhere for their spiritual satis

faction, sometimes to Christianity and a neo-Sufi version oflslam, 

bur primarily to Eastern religions. Generationally this group runs from 

Allen G insberg and Baba Ram Dass (a.k.a. Richard Alpert), now in 
their mid-60s, who came of age in the 1950s, co studencs currently on 

campus and living near campus in such centers as Berkeley and Santa 

Cruz, California, Cambridge and Northampton, Massachusetcs, and 

several poincs in between. 

~ y has chis generacion turned so much ro seeking? Some 

of ic has co do with being the first co grow up in the aftermath ofborh 

Holocaust and Hiroshima. Life in the nuclear shadow has given us 

an insecurity paralleled in few earlier generations. As in the aftermaths 

of previous cataclysms of human history, life seems particularly pre

carious. Pictures of mass burial pits and endless boclies again inhabit 

our imagination. The notion char at any time some lunatic (for a 

while he was even named "Dr. Scrangelove!") might come along and 

"push the button" has forced us co reach somewhere for ultimate 

meaning. We need something chat will enable us to go forward, to 

bring children inro the world and work co improve human life, even 

in this ever-so-threatened generation. T he shift over the past decade 

from nuclear war co ecological disaster as the focus of our fears has 

not essen tially changed this situation. 
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A second motivating factor in the search for meaning among 

A merican Jews is surely che high level of material success char many 

have attained over the course of these four generations. As members 

of che financ ially highest-achieving ethnic or religious gro up (on 

a per capita basis) in this society, we are brought face-to-face with 

questions of vaJues and priorities. "ls this aJI there is?" we find our

selves asking. Wealth, achievement, and glamor do not in chem

selves bring happiness or fulfillment, as a significant portion of our 

newly active Jewish leadership has found. They also do no t protect 

us from che personal crises char most requfre spiritual meaning. 

Wealthy and powerfuJ Jews scill face death, infirmity, divorce, alien

ation between parents and c hildren, even the ennui and emptiness 

that ensue when you seem to run our of deaJs to make, resorts to 

visit, encercainmencs co enjoy, obstacles co conquer. Life has co have 

some greater meaning, some value beyond that of our own seem

ingly endJess, and u1timately somehow trivial, achievements. 

Where do we seekers rum for such an ulcimace vaJue? Prior 

generations might have had an easier time believing in a God who had 

supreme power over His creation, and was thus the source or guaran

tor of absolute values. But char sore of religion is hard for us. Will 

we crust a D eity who did not prevent the Holocaust (or slaughter in 

Rwanda, starvation in Ethiopia, or the AIDS epidemic) co reenter 

history and save us from destruction ar our own hand? Conventional 

Western-type faith in an aJl- powerfuJ Creator God seems difficult 

unless it is explained in a hig hJy sophisc.icated- and somehow com

promised - fashion. No wonder char it is rejected by large numbers 

of seekers, including many Jews. 

On the other hand, the well-known Western alternative co 

religious faith seems even more discredited. Our cruse in hu manity, and 

especially in the modern pseudo-religion of scientific progress and the 

conquest of evil through systematic human knowledge, is severely 

reseed in the lace twentieth century. Our memories indude Nazi scien-
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cisrs in che land of reason and moraliry, emerging in the century after the 

Categorical imperative and Absolute Spirit. It is hard, even fi fty years 

later, to believe in che "progress" wrought by modernity and its achieve

ments. Added to these are che economics and policies that complicate 

and often corrupt che "pure" advance of scientific chinking. We are 

happy to support science's advance, to be sure, especially insofar as it 

alleviates suffering and concrib,uces co che world's survival. Bur we can

not rum to it as a source of ultimate values. 

Today's seeker is one who takes che accomplishments of science 

for granted; the old battles between the religious and scientific world 

views on life's o rigins read co us like ancient history. Bue we also under

stand chat we need not look to che scientific communiry a.s ow provider 

of meaning. O fren we cry co broaden the scope of science by integra

ting inro it the wisdom of che ancients, whether in accepting rradirional 

Chinese and homeopathic medicine or in speaking about rungs of con

sciousness thar may preserve memories of countless pa.st lives and gener

ations, much like che rungs of the tree or molecules of DNA preserve 

generic "memory." 

~ ere has been a sense chroughouc this period char we needed 

co be rescued by another source of truth, by some deeply rooted wis

dom arruned more closely co the moral and spiritual needs o f a much 

bartered humankind. O ver the course of these past several decades, 

rhat source of truth has mostly been the wisdom of che Ease, in vari

ous Indian, Japanese, and, most prominently in recent years, T ibetan 

forms. T he insecuriry o f che West about its own achievement, inclu

ding the basis o f its moral life, makes us more open (and no r for 

che first time) to learning from other civilizations. The heart of chis 

Eastern reaching is a profound non-dualism, an acceptance of all d1at 

is, and a timelessness, fostered by meditative silence, that allows one 

co transcend daily worries great and small. W hen seen anew from che 

heigh cs o f this compassionate yet detached mindset, life regains rhe 
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value it had lose in the baccle-scarred decades of violence and degra

dation through which all of us have lived. 

We far fewer seekers who have made Judaism the path of our 

quest find some similar and some different formulations. We, coo, 

look toward the contemplative and inward portions of our rradirion; 

"Jewish Medication," reconstructed from many fragments of nearly 

lose practices, has elicited great interest in recent years. 4 The rheologi

cal language co which we are attracted is largely char of the mystical 

rradicion, though few would find ic accurate co designate ourselves 

as "Kabbaliscs" in a literal sense. le is the abstract notion of Deiry, 

combined with rhe richness of metaphor and symbol, char makes che 

KabbaJah amaccive. The highly simplified mystical language of the 

early Hasidic sources, one chat speaks of fullness and emptiness, of 

rhe ever-elusive God beyond and the spirit of Godliness that fi lls 

all existence, seems especially well-suited co che contemporary need. 

Mose have found char regular patterns of observance, especially the 

rhythms of :shabbat and weekday, of life according co the sacred cal

endar, offer unfathomable spiritual rewards. 

These seekers include chose who have "gone all the way" and 

joined Hasidic or ocher ulcra-Orchodox communities and ochers who 

have sought a less rigid structure, often graviraci ng coward Recon

scruccionisr or "Jewish Renewal" circles. Ac their best, che latter have 

sought co create a "maxima.list" version of liberal Judaism, as incense 

as Orthodoxy in irs demands bur more universalistic in perspec-

tive, emphasizing a renewed prophetic commicmenr and Judaism's 

demand for justice and care for the downtrodden as key porrions of 

char maximalisc agenda. Whether such a "muscular" and demanding 

4 . Ir would be imeresting to make a srudy of"Jewish meditation" as a growth industry 
over chc course of rhe pasr rwency years. The bibliography in Mark Verman's recent 
book, The History and Varieties of Jewish Meditation (Norch Vale, N.J.: Jason Aronson, 
1996), would b e a good place to scarr. Such a srudy would be an object lesson in the 
incerpenecrating influence of Orthodox Kabba.lists (Aryeh Kaplan) , critical Judaica 
scholars (Moshe Idel), and New ¾!,e teachers (Zalman Schachter), all in the shadow of 
the growth of Eastern medirational' practices in the Wesr during this period. 
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liberal Judaism can take hold is a key question in thinking about our 

collective futu re. 

~ e serious seeker, coday as a lways, is open co raking on spir

itual disciplines, even of the most rigorous kind. We are not talking 

abou.t an easy push-a-bu.tton or drop-a-pilt experience-craving pseudo

spirituality, one that seeks only "highs" and takes no responsibility far the 

deep valleys that lie between the peak experiences. 5 All the traditions 

recognize chat discipline and regularity of practice are essential build

ing-blocks of rhe spiri.tual life. Their routine and the very ordinari

ness of doing chem day after day, even when they seem empty, pro

vide the counterpoint co che spiritual mountaintops of great insight 

that appear occasionally in their midst. But the disciplines we seek, 

whether old or new, are those that seem helpful co us, those rhac offer 

us the tools and framework within which to engage in the task of 

spiritual growth and self-development char each of us must ultimate

ly face alone. When a practice is there just because it is traditional, 

done that way just because it always has been, today's seeker may be 

expected to question. Turn as we do to ancient paths of wisdom, we 

inevitably remain lace cwenrieth-cenrury Americans, for better and 

for worse: practical, somewhat impatient, wanting a hand in shaping 

things, not content simply co accept chem and pass them on. We are 

open co hard work, but for our efforts we expect co gee results. 

A number of years ago my family and I were living in Berkeley, 

California. Around the corner from us was, of course, a spiritual or 

New Age bookstore. The from of the score was decorated with a huge 

sign, in inverted pyramid form. The top line read, in large block 

5. The emphasis here is an address co several friends, thinkers and writers who are my 
seniors by a generation, who continue co arrack che recovery of spirirual life in Judaism 
in the mosr distorting terms. Lee me make ir quice clear co them that neither I nor arty 
responsible voice I know is advocating I) the abandonment of commitment to social 
justice; 2) a drug-like euphoria in which we lose any sense of borders and therefore due 
ability co distinguish right from wrong; 3) entering closed havurah-cloiscers where we 
will ignore che resr of the Jewish community and leave ir ro its sorry fare . 
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Jerrers: SCIENTOLOGY DOESN'T WORK. Beneath that, in sJighr
ly smaller lercers, ir said: INTEGRAL YOGA DOESN'T WORK. 

Then, again slightly smaller: CHRISTIANITY DOESN'T WORK 

Afcer going rhrough six or seven more would-be spirirual paths the 

sign concluded, again in large lercers: YOU WORK. Seeing rnis sign 

reminded me of a definition of Hasidism that Abraham Joshua 

Heschel had passed on in the name of the Kotsker rebbe. When 

asked what Hasidism was all about, Rabbi Mendel of Kotsk replied: 

"Arbetn oif zikh" - "to work on yourself." 

Being a seeker means understanding char there is work co do. 

In the first i_nstance this is spiritual work, which means the uansforma

rion of the self, opening oneself co become a channel through which 

divine light shines or cosmic energy flows. This work requires a train

ing of the mind in the twin casks of awareness and responsiveness. 

Awareness, da'at in the Hasidic sources, means a knowing and constant 

remembering chat all things and moments contain the Presence, chat 

everything can lead us back to che one. le is inrellecrual, co be sure, 

bur an ace of mind colored with all the eros of the first Biblical mean

ing of "co know," as the Hasidic sources not infrequently remind us. 

Responsiveness is that state cultivated over years of inward prayer or 

meditation, where the heart is always half open, ever ready co respond 

co the lightest knock on its gate by the Beloved. 

]nevitably the seeker in these generations has also co deal with 

the question. of the relationship between personal and societal trans

formation. Each of us feels challenged by the social ills that still 

surround us: poverty, racism, injustice, the destruction of the planet. 

Few would say these matters are of no concern. Even the Eastern 

religions, often stereotyped in the West as totally unconcerned with 

alleviating the sufferings of this world on the material plane, begin co 

take on a measure of worldJy and practical responsiblity when import

ed and reshaped by Westerners. All of us who seek, no matter how 
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specific our symbol system or spiritual language, are universalise in 

our concern for humanity and its earchJy home. 

The question for us is often one of prioricies and faich in our 

own capabilities to effect change. Should I spend my time in demons

trations or political party work co change the opinions of others, or 

should I work first co make sure my own inner garden is free of weeds? 

Given the shonness of my life and the limits of my scrength, where 

should I put my energ ies? These questions are unresolved for many a 

contemporary seeker; most of us tend co shuccle back and forth among 

priorities as our lives go on and as specific demands present themselves. 

We also very much seek religious community. The lone work 

each of us has to do cannot rhrive without the support and under

standing of ochers. Bue the communities we need have co be made up 

of those who understand and share our search. The American syna

gogue, even at its best, seldom had that character in che previous gen

eration. Ir was too concerned with propriety, respectability, and public 

image co be very welcoming to those few and often "different" Jews 

who were seeking on the spiritual plane. That is beginning co change 

in some places as a new generation of rabbis and synagogue leaders 

are discovering the seeker in one another. Many synagogues have been 

quiedy remade in recent years into warm and supportive communities 

chat in havurah-like fashion serve as extended family co their mem

bers. The next seep for communities like these is co seek out the seek

ers and make room for them, working with them to create a shared 

language of personal religious expression. 

J d,ism is no, an easy path fo, the con,empo,ary seek..-, even 

if it happens to be his or her ancestral tradition. The reasons fo r 

chis are manifold and the mix varies from person co person, but it 

behooves us to examine a few of the serious stumbling blocks that lie 

in our way as we think about educating for a Jewish future with che 

potential spiri tual seelker in mind. 
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First are the external difficulties. Judaism is a nighly verbal 

tradition, and its language is Hebrew. Nobody says char you have co 

learn Pali or Tibetan or Japanese co be a good Buddhisc. True, those 

are the languages of scripture, commenrary, and the contemporary 

faith-communities. Bue texts may be translated, as many have been , 

and a language-and-culrure barrier co the native Buddhist cultures 

of Asia may in fact help in the Western Buddhist's somewhat naive 

recreation of the faich, rather than harm or challenge ic. 

Significantly, few of the Eastern teachers who have come co the 

West in recent decades have insisted chat their Western disciples learn 

the languages, ful1y absorb the practices, or assimilate culrural1y co 

the world from which their teachings came. They are realistic in chis 

regard; recognizing the cultural distance involved, they have chosein co 

"go native" in the West and create indigenous forms of Buddhist or 

Hindu spirituality, very much a mirror image of what Roman Catho

licism learned co do in Mexico or in pares of Africa. 

For Judaism, particularly because our traditional menralicy 

was so shaped by oppression, minority scarns, and the struggle for 

group survival, such transcendence of the culrural/echnic context is 

almost unthinkable. To do rhe Jewish spiritual life seriously, you 

really do have co know Hebrew. Our prayer traditions are highly 

verbal and tied co the intricacies of language, so char they just don't 

work in rranslacion. So much of our reaching, including the deepest 

insights of the mystical and Hasidic sources, is caught up in plays 

and nuances of language chat translation of such sources, while it is 

co be increased and encouraged, will never quire be adequate. 

Because we are right here in the Wesc, the seeker living cheek

by-jowl with various ongoing Jewish communirie.s, it is all the more 

difficult co create a Judaism of one's own. There seems always co 

be someone down the screec or in one's synagogue (sometimes even if 

you a re the rabbi!) celling you that what you have is not authentic, 

nor Judaism as ic once was and ever should be. The Havurah/Jewish 
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Renewal movement has aied co fight chis, creating small indepen

denc communiries char are neo-cradicional in form hue often quire 

revolutionary in hierarchy of values. Unforcunacely, these, too, have 

undergone a celitain weakening as che sixties have turned into the 

eighties and ninecjes. Such communities consrancly need co examine 

whether chey are truly agenrs of positive change and rebalanced 

Jewish incensificarion for their members, or whether they have nor 

become convenient clubs for chose who wane Less, rather than more, 

of one or another (including the financial!) sort of commitment. in 

recent years those communities have suffered from the well-known 

struggles of new communities in our society over issues of leadership 

and empowermenc: Does "egalitarianism" mean that chose with more 

experience or greater knowledge of the tradition should not serve 

as teachers and leaders for those who come seeking co learn? 

<B ur a new commitment to Judaism as a spiritual path 

involves deeper problems as well. J alluded earlier to the question of 

God and the use of che word "God" in a contemporary spirituality. 

Now we have co examine chis question more closely. It is cleaJr that a 

person can have a spiritual life without believing in God . Thar is pre

c isely what Buddhism provides, at least on a rarefied cheorecicaJ level; 

1 daresay char is a major reason why it is attractive co so many Jews. 

The emphasis of Buddhist spir~rua.l training is on accenciveness, on 

attitude, on an approach to reality rather chan on a personal Subject 

who is the goal of one's spiritual life. By contrast, even the most spiri

cualized form of Judaism is focused on knowing, loving, and obeying 

God in one way or another. Is ic in any way conceivable char one 

seek co have a Jewish spiricuaJ life without "believing in God?" 

Lee us nor rush in coo quickly wich our negative answers; the 

question is more complex than it appears, and a contemporary 

response requires a good deal of subtlety. How do we reply to che 

Jewish seeker who says: 
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"Yes, I am a religious person. I believe in the oneness of aJl being. 

I feel a connecrion co something eternal and infinite char is presem 

in my own soul and in yours. That's what my quest is all about. Bur I 

can't call it "God." Thar means that I don't consider ic co be a willful, 

personal being. Ir is nor someone I wanr to worship, someone ro whom 

I can address prayers. Certainly the language of the synagogue, that 

of God as King of Kings and myself as His supplicating servant, 

is nor one I like or see any reason co adopc." 

O r co another who says: 

"I am graceful for the inordinate gifrs char narure has bestowed 

on me. I have health, sustenance, meaningful work, a loving partner, 

friends and family. Sometimes when I walk on a beach or am alone 

outdoors on a beautiful day I feel overwhelmed by gracirude and by a 

sense of inadequacy to express the fullness with which I feel blessed. 

That is about as close as I can come to prayer. But the prayer char weUs 

up in me at such moments is addressed co life itself and co no one 

in particular, surely not to "God." And all this has nothing to do with 

the synagogue, the cantor and choir, or uncomprehended Hebrew 

chancs that feel like they come from another time and another place." 

These are not at all the voices of the Jewish atheist of a couple 

of generations ago, the "old left" Marxist sympathizer who believed 

char religion was the opiate of the masses and wanted no part of God, 

synagogue, or religious life. We are confron ted now with a religi,ous 

agnosticism (and sometimes atheism) on a massive scale. Does Jud

aism have the resources to respond to such a generation? Or wi ll 

it leave these seekers to turn elsewhere, concentrating irs efforts on 

chose who do not question or who have found a way, usually because 

of long-standing emotional commitments and the ability to reinterpret 

texts almost automatically (rather than because of truly different beliefi), 

to sray wirhin the fold of Jewish forms of expression? 

A Judaism for the seeker in this generarion will have to reexam

ine a number of the givens of our tradition. How certain are we char 
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we need insist on the personalise metaphors, mostly chose of male 

parent and ruJer, chat have constituted the heart of Jewish prayer

language for so many generations? The theology of Avinu Malkenu, 

God as Father and King, is problematic not only because of the single

genderedness of these terms. We in chis psychological age under-

stand the divine parent as a projection, a cosmic superego figure chat 

we impose upon ourselves and accept because of our felt need for an 

externalized center of societal and individual self-concrol. But once we 

lee that car our of the bag, the control no longer works as well. Once 

I lose my naivete about God as Father, it is hard for me to use chose 

words again, ro fully reenter the now broken myth. 

It is true char becominga father helped me bridge the gap for 

many years. The realization that God loved me in the same way char 

I loved my then-helpless infant ch ild from the moment I saw her did 

much co sustain in me the language of Jewish faith. Bue it is hard co 

leave faith in the hands of the volatile parental metaphor, one toward 

which we all have a complicated network of emotional reactions and 

which changes profoundly as we go through the course of our lives. 

And "King" is even harder than "Father" in a world where kings no 

longer radiate ancient glory, but are either powerless figureheads, 

dressed once a year in garb of state, or else petty despots who remind 

us mostly of the ugliness rather than the glory of earlier t imes. 

Of course, classical Judaism had ocher metaphors fo r God. 

The Beloved, the God of such Kabb.alistic poetry as Lekha Dodi or 

Yedid Nefesh, is a tempting one co seek co restore. Bur here, coo, I 

hesitate. T he same question of the p,ossibilicy of religious language in 

a psychologically self-conscious age comes directly co the fore. God 

as Cosmic Lover will work in some very special moments. We will 

always find ourselves on guard, however, asking about what it means 

to long for the Lover of the Song of Songs when the "real' issues 

oflove and erotic self-fulfillment are so painfully obvious co us on 

another level. T he fact that we are a tradition wit.hour monasticism 
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or celibacy must also mean that we are one chat cannot be naive 

about love. We may have exhausted the resources of our old language 

for peaking both co and of God. We may need co create a new lan

guage a the Kabbalists did in the Middle Ages. Meanwhile, perhap 

we should say: "Unto You ilence i Prai e." ilence may create in u 

the condition our of which a new prayer-language might be born. 

W will al o have co ask our elves how fully wedded we are 

co the vertical metaphor for the divine/human relation hip, one char 

almo c omplecely dominate in our classical sources. By che "vertical 

metaphor" I mean che notion char od dwell "in heaven," while we 

human are "down below" on earch. T his notion is, of cour e, derived 

&om ancient beliefs about che gods as sky dweUers. As mature and 

ophisticared in our fai ch as we may chink we are, it i difficult for u to 

outgrow entirely che notion of "God above, ' an idea that God ' re ides' 

in some vague place on che other ide of che ky. Every time we read 

a Psalm about "God in heaven" or tell che tale of Mose ascending the 

mountain ro reach God, we reinforce che mych of vercicalicy. We do so 

also by such abstractions as referring to someone who is "on a very high 

rung" of piritual attai nment or even negatively by referring to ome

one who i nor eriou about religion, bur merely trying co "gee high. " 

I am nor one who believes char we can or should get rid of all the 

vertical metaphor in our religiou tradition. We would be terribly im

poverished, and for no good rea on. Bur ir i important co see through 

chi language and thus co be freed of its total hold on us. We can do 

o most easily by curnjng co the ocher great metaphor of religiou tradi

tion char of inwardness. Rather than seeing alJ human icy climbing up 

the great mountain, lee us imagine ourselves as journeying down inco 

the depths, eeking to draw water from our innermo t well. In read of 

ascending rung after crying rung, we are peeling off level after level of 

externals, reaching coward a more inward, deeper vision of the univer e. 
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Of course, this, coo, is a metaphor, bur the presence of a second way of 

seeing our journey helps co release us from the singular hold of the firsr. 

~ uc once we have lee ourselves question che vertical 

metaphor of our ancient cosmology. a great deal more is questioned 

as well. The God above might come down onto the mountain once, 

ar a particular place and time, co calk with those gathered there. 
Since God is outside the world, revelat ion is a unique and unusual 

event. But can the God within, the one who speaks to every human 

heart, have the same relationship of "choosing" with the Jewish peo

ple? If God is none other than che innermost heart of reality, is nor 

all of being equaJly an emanation of che same divine Self? Is Judaism 

nor jusc che human symbolic language into which we Jews render 

the universal, inward God's silent, pre-verbal speech, just as others 

translate it into verbal symbols of their own heritage? And can the 

internal God be che source of authority in che same way as the 

Fellow on cop of the mountain, the One who could, according to 

the Midrash, hold it over our heads, even as we agreed co receive 

Torah, saying: "If not, here you will be buried"? 

Mose basically, it would seem that the God within is not other 

than ourselves in the same clear way as the God above. The vertical 

metaphor allowed for distance: "If you do not do good I will rum far 

away, rising co the seventh heaven, far beyond your abiliry co reach 

Me." Bue the hidden God buried deep within the self feels more like 
one who ever longs ro be discovered, and the process of finding God is 

nor co be clearly distinguished from the deepest levels of self-discovery. 

What we are likely to find is the truth of the mystics: The individual 

self and the cosmic Self are one. The Judaism that will emerge from 

a rum inward will then be something like a version of what Aldous 

Huxley and others have called the philosophia perenrris, a single cruch 

char underlies all religions, though expressed and caught in the speci

fic symbolic language of the Jewish tradition. 
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CTiie rheology that will speak co today's seekers will be a JewEsh 

non-dualism, a spiritual vision that seeks co transcend the most basiic 

barriers between God and world, self and od1er. This is not the reli

gion of God the Creacor, who fashions a world outside Himself and 

sics over it in judgment. le is rather char of God che One who enters 

into the dance of multipliciry, who dons the coat of many colors and 

thus is co be found and discovered throughout the world, amid the 
great richness and diversicy of existence. 

This is also nor the religion of God the Revealer in ics classic 

form: The God who makes manifest His arbitrary will, backed by 

threat of punishment and promise of reward. Rather it is the God 

of that beautiful maiden dwelling in the castle who, according co the 

Zahar, reveals a bit of her face co the lover who passes by her gate 

day after day. 6 We discover ever more of God's retf and will as we seek to 

Live in God's presence. Torah is not a finite body oflaws and teachings, 

codified in details of praxis down co the nth degree. Ir is rather an 

endless well of wisdom, present in the texts, commentaries, and cradi

rions of our ancescors, co be sure, buc living in us only because we 

keep our hearts open by our own practice. It is the presence of divEne 

energy that we find within, renewed each day, chat makes our teach

ings livi ng Torah and not dead letter. 

The first Hasidic masters knew chis well and taught it unceas

ingly. T hat voice was mostly lose in lacer Hasidism's rush co preserve 

tradicion.7 But it is our cask co recover and renew that voice. It should 

speak our from within a deep commitment co practice and love of 

6. Zohar 2:99a-b. Included in Daniel Marr's Zohnr: The Book ef Enlightenmmt 
(New York: Paulisr, 1983), p. 124f. 

7. A particularly interesting and dynamic notion of Oral Torah, as a reaching fash
ioned of the deeds of the righteous in each generation, is co be found in the Sefat £met, 
a key Hasidic work by Rabbi Judah Leib Alcer of Ger (1847-1904). My edition of that 
work, including selecced rexes, cranslacions, and contemporary personal responses, is 
soon co appear through che Jewish Publicarion Society. 
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tradition, warning nevertheless against Judaism's greatest inner dan

ger: the overly zealous commitment to detail and form. This zeaJ can 

sometimes result in a loss of broader perspective and deeper openness, 

even the openness to God. 

This God is also nor one who redeems as the traditional met

aphor depicts ic, looking down from the heights of heaven to lift Israel 

from Egypt or to send a messiah who will save the world from human

ity's worst violent and self-destructive urges. We speak rather of a God 

who dwells within the unquenchable spark of freedom that lives with

in every human heart, the one who inspires the Moses in us to rebel 

against every Pharoah. It is the divine voice in us char calls us to main

tain our undying faith in the fuJI liberation of humanity, in both flesh 

and spirit. Ir i:s through our deeds chat God brings about redemption, 

being manifest within us and triumphing over our own desires co 

escape and avoid the true fulfillment of our divine/human selves. 

~ at I am proposing for the Jewish seelker, deriving from my 

own quest which is essentially similar to his or hers, though ,conducted 

within the sphere of our own people's religious language, is a Jewish 
mystical humanism. It is humanistic in chat I believe humans are the 

essenciaJ actors in the historical, political, and social spheres. For better 

or for worse, ic is we who are charged with the cask of saving chis 

world, we who are also the agents of the world's destruction. In this 

drama, there is no deus ex machina who will protect us from ourselves. 

But it is very much a mystical or spirirual humanism, not secular in 

any way. On the contrary, I seek to expand the bounds of the holy, co 

find the One manifest everywhere, co understand chat each of us is 

not just a separate willful being but a unique spark of chat single divine 

light. It is by finding chose sp.arks in one another and drawing their 

light rogecher that we discover and articulate the deeper truth about 

chis world in which we live. Thar truth understands chat there is 

ultimately only one Being, present in each of us, longing ro know its 
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own source and draw together the uniqueness of each being and d1e 

singularity of th e Source from which we all come and co which we 

all return. 

"Why do ic through Judaism?" the seeker often asks. My 

answer comes not in absolutist terms; ic cannot. Judaism is a hard 

path, but one coward which we have a special obligation. We have 

just been through an age that sought to turn its back on many of me 

mosc profound and ancient of human teachings. Modernity "knew 

better" than the wisdom of prior generations, and traditional ways 

of knowing and living were cast onco the trash heap of history. T he 

era emerging is one char seeks co rediscover truths long neglected; we 

are more wiUing now, and will be more still in the nexr century, co 

relearn chis wisdom of great antiquity and depth. This age will need 

the energies and teachings contained in all che great and venerable 

traditions of humanity. 

Among these are perhaps eight or ten cmly great religious tradi

tions, developed over che course of human history. Several of them 

have hundreds of millions of followers. We, diminished both by geno

cide and assimilation, are a small people bearing a great tradition. 

Mose of irs he.irs do not care abour chis legacy. Some who do love it so 
much and hold on so tightly that they cannot let ic move forward into 

the new and universal age that stands before us. And so f would say: 

If you were born a Jew, or if you are drawn co Judaism, perhaps it is 

nor just by chance. Perhaps what the human furure needs of you is 

your reading of, your encounter with, chis great portion of our shared 

spirirual legacy. You can raise up sparks that belong rn your soul alone, 

reveal worlds chat can be found by no ocher. The tradition waits for 

you co discover ic. 

O ur sages say that Abraham the seeker was like a man wander

ing from place co place when he came upon a n p'Jrr ;rv::i., a burning 

cower. Can ir be, said the seeker, that the rower has no master? Then 
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the master peered out and said: "I am the master of the cower." 

The rerm P'~il, "peered out," leaves no doubt that it was from with-

in the cower itself that the master revealed his face co the wanderer. 

Abraham discovers char this world, in the very midst of its conAagra

tioo, contains che divine presence. Is it any wonder that my teacher, 

the lace Abraham Joshua Heschel, when he cold this story in one of his 

books,8 intentionally mistranslated the phrase co mean "a cower full of 

light?" We find God in the light, in the beaury of life in chis world, as 

we find God in the fire, in our world's suffering and ,conAagracion. 

F inding divinity within the world will lead us coward che under

standing thar God (YHWH in Hebrew) and being (HWYH) are 

One and the same, two perspectives on the same reality. We will come 

co see char even chis most basic of all dualities, the distinction between 

God and world or God and self, is less than the whole of truth. T hus 

the betofn'WN"'l:J. will be replaced by aleph, the aleph of•:iJ~, "I am;· 

the beginning of the Ten Commandments. This restored aleph will 

also turn our to be chat of il'ilN, "I shall be," the one char returns our 

hope and renews our future. 

Ir is also, as it happens, the aleph of 'Dil1.:J~, Abraham, the 

father of all Jews and all seekers. May the seekers of coday be faithful 

children of that earliest father, not only in questing after truth, bur 

also in seeking co pass their truth on co future generations. In this 

way, our ancient legacy will nor be lose bur infinitely enriched and 

renewed by this generation of seekers, as we live it, reshape it, and 

help it continue co grow . 

.. 
8. God in Search of Man (Cleveland: Meridian Books, 1959), p.112- 113, n.6, and p. 367. 
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forthcoming from the Jewish Publication Society. 
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A Judy a nd Michael Ste inhardt 
Fo undation 

CHAverfm ho/ yisrnel/Jewish Life Network's mission is to create new institutions 

and initiatives 10 enrich the inner life (religious, cultural, institutional) of 
American Jewry. lne foundation advances religious and cultural renewal 
and institutional lransformalion through entrepreneurial philamhropy and 

innovative partnerships. 

6 East 39th Street, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 
TeJephone: (212) 279-2288 
Fax: (212) 279-1155 
E-mail: ckyjln@aol.com 

r:fiii TARGUM SHLISHI, INC. g An Aryeh and Raquel Robin Foundallon 

Targum Shlishi is a foundation dedicated to providing a range of creative 
solutions to problems facing Jewry today. Premised on the conviction that 
dynamic change and adaptation have hislOrically been crucial co a vibrant and 
relevant Judaism and to the survival of its people, Targum Shlishi's initiatives are 

designed to stimulate the development of new ideas and innovative strategies 
that will enable Jewish life, its rulture, and its uadi tions to continue to flourish. 
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Dear Reader: 

A STUDY C UID E 

A Judy and Micha,el Steinhardt 
foundation 

The distribution of this study guide and essay is a project of Jewish 

Life Netwo rk (JLN), a Judy and Michael Stein ha rdt Fou nda tion 

established to create new institutions and initiatives in order to enrich 

the religious, cultural, and institutional life of American Jewry. 

Jewish Life Network is the result of a pannership between Michael 

Steinhardt, who defines himself as a seeking Jew deeply troubled by the 

erosion of Jewish life and especially committed to the continuity of non

Orthodox Jews in America through the generatio ns; and Rabbi Yitz 

Greenberg, who defines himself as an Orthodox pluralist dedicated to 

advancing Jewry's needed renaissance. Both believe that intensive 

learning, cultural renewal, and cooperation among all Jewish movements 

are necessary to sustain Judaism and revitalize cla/ yisrael. 

The study guide project is undertaken a t the initiative and inspira

tion of Aryeh Rubin, a communal leader who has participated in the 

work of JLN and is committed to extending the interpretive tradition by 

bringing the work o f contempo rary scholars and thinkers to the North 

American Jewish community. 

Arthur Green's powerful essay, Restoring the Aleph: Judaism for the 

Contemporary Seefler, published by the Council for Initiatives in Jewish 

Education (ClJ E), raises profound and provocative questions about how 

our community and theology might respo nd to the spiritual quest of 

Jews in these times. The essay both confirms and challenges views and 
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value within every movement. The study guide i panicularly de igned 

to be used by rabbis and/or ongregant interested in grappling with 

is ue of spirituality. 

This project is the first publi mailing of JL . Although the project's 

ponsor may not agree with specific statements within the es ay, we 

hope that both th es ay and study guide will foster a lively dialogue 

between rabbis and thoughtful eekers of the various denominations 

in fewish life, as well as with ecu lar Jew who may beJong to none of 

these groups. 

Through thi and future projects, JLN hopes to stimulate high-level 

learning and personal Jewi h living among all Jews, and to help forge 

authentic bonds between Jews of different affiliatio ns through study, 

shared values, and inner growth . 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan J. Green berg 
Executive Director 



A STUDY G U D E 

RESTORING 
THJE 

ALJEPH 
SUMMARY 

Contemporary American Jews confront a paradox: They fit into the 

society around them so well that many have ceased to maintain their 

distinctiveness as Jews. In this century a lone, American Jews have 

moved from being new immigrants to fourth-genera tion Americans; 

from Jews seeking to shed their eth nicity to Americans with few or no 

dislinguishing features from their fellow citizens. 

Dr. Green argues that if Judaism will survive, it must have some

thing to offer #entirely American Jews." Judaism needs to have an 

absolute value that goes beyond the many attractions of the American 

cultural marketplace. 

It is th e spiritual dimension of Judaism that gives it this value. 

Dr. Green d efines "spirituality" as "a view of religion that sees its 

primary task as cultivating a nd nourishing the human soul or spirit." 

Many Americans of different religious identifications a re searching 

for that dimension today. We have a Jewish language with which to 

cultivate our inner selves and a Jewish practice that can open us to 

new experiences of the spirit. 

Why are there so many spiritual seekers? The tragedies of ou r 

century, incl uding the Holocaust, make us feel our existence on earth 

is tenuous. Moreover, we have ceased to be impressed by the accom

plish men ts of scie nce, given the ends LO which those gai ns have 

sometimes been applied; we seek a deeper meaning. To move with 

hope toward the future, we need a well of religious strength on whid1 
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to draw. Some Jews have turned to Eastern religions as that source, 

though a sizable minority of earnest seekers have explored Judaism. 

How can Judaism best respo nd to th e deeply personal needs of 

these seekers? Why have so many turned elsewhere? How can more 

of them be brought to consider Judaism? How can the synagogue 

itself become more hospitable to those who seek deeper levels of 

prayer and contemplation? 

While Judaism offers a warm invitation to seekers, the "direc

tions" enclosed with the invitation are often hard to follow. Many 

seekers don't know Hebrew and feel understandably daunted by the 

demands of learning it. The same is true of the traditional knowledge 

required to be a committed Jew. Finally, there are some Jewish seekers 

who acknowledge their own religiosity but don't name the sub,ject 

of their quest "God." As Dr. Green points out, Judaism should 

respond to a new religious or spiritual agnosticism. 

D r. Green suggests that Judaism does have the resources to 

address these challenges. We could begin by expand ing our vocabu

lary for "talking about God." Beyond the vertical metaphor that 

places God on a mountain and us below, we can also tum to the 

metaphor of inwardness employed by Jewish mystics. God is an 

internal source of depth and meaning for which we can search. The 

quest for self-discovery, therefore, ultimately tra nscends itself and 

becomes a search for God as the cosmic Self. Jewish texts, practices, 

and beliefs are our gu ideposts along the way. 

Or. Green's essay is a deeply personal one; he is a proud and com

mitted Jew and seeker. How can we understand this sort of quest? If we, 

too, identify as "seekers," how can we come to understand ourselves? 

We have prepared this study guide lo enable you w use Dr. Green's 

essay as a springboard for discussion of the situation of American Jews 

wday, as well as your personal responses w lhal siruaiion. 
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Afr.er reading this essay in advance, groups of panicipants can meet to 

discuss the issues raised below. The groups should contain 5-10 peop/'e each 

and should appoint a leader to facilitate. Although s/he should be 

prepared to moderat~ the discussion, the leader does not need to be a rabbi or 

educator. 

This study guide can also be used as the beginning of a mini-course in 

spirituality in Judaism. After an initial discussion of the issues raised in 

Restoring the Aleph, the group could follow that session with a discussion 

of other readings on the same subject. Tl1ese worlls might include: 

JU DA I SM AND SPIRITUALITY 

1. Martin Buber, Hasidism and Modern Man (Atlantic Highlands, 

NI: Humanities Press International, 1988 ). 

2. YiLzhak Buxbaum, J,ewish Spiritual Practice (Nonhvale, NJ: 

Jason Aronson, 1990). 

3. Arthu r Green and Bany W. Holtz, Your Word ls Fire: 

The Hasidic Masters on Contemplative Prayer (Woodstock, vr: 
Jewish Lights Publishing, 1993). 

4 . Arthur Green, Seek My Face, Spea}i My Name: A Contempomry 

Jewish Theology (Nonhvale, NJ: Jason Aronson, 1992). 

5. Abraham Joshua Heschel, Cod in Search of Man: A Philosophy of 

Judaism (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1997). 

6 . Abraham Joshua Heschel, The Sabbath (New York: Farrar, 

Straus and Giro ux, 1995). 

7. Aryeh Kaplan, Jewish Meditation: A Practical Guide (New York: 

Schocken Books, 1985) . 

8. Lawrence Kushner, The River of Light: Spirituality, Judaism, 

Consciousness (Woodstock, vr: Jewish Lights Publishing, 1993). 
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SOME JEWISH PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

1. Paul Cowan, An Orphan irr History: Retrieving a 

Jewish Legacy (New York: Quill,1996) . 

2. Samuel Heilman, The Cate Behind the Wall: A Pilgrimage 

to Jerusalem (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society of 

America, 1995) . 

3 . Rodger Kame neLZ, The Jew in the Lotus: A Poet's Rediscovery 

of Jewish Identity in Buddl1isL India (San Francisco: 

HarperSanFranc.isco, 1994 ). 

4. Julius Lester, Lovesong: Becoming a Je1v (New York: 

Little Brown and Co., 1995). 

5 . Vanessa Ochs, Words on Fire: One Woman's Journey into 

the Sacred {San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1990). 

6 . Judy Petsonk, Ta/zing Judaism Personally: Creating a 

Meaningful Spiritual Life {New York: The Free Press, 1996). 

7. Nessa Rapoport, Preparing for Sabbath (Sunnyside, NY: 

Biblio Press, 1988). 

8. Anne Roiphe, Generation Without Memory: A Jewish Journey in 

Christian America (New York: Summit Books, 1989). 
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REFLECTIVE QU ESTI ONS 

Thi tudy guide is mean£ to foster your personal engagement with 

the is ues addre sed in r. Green's e ay. 

I. Transmitting Our Tradition: Judaism 
Through 11ie Generations 

On page 5 of Re wring the Aleph, Dr. Green writes, "We were raised to 

ourselve a a link b tween our par nt and our childr n, our 

grandparent and our grandchildr n, pa ing a legacy from ach 

generation to the next. In J wish familie all over Lhi ountry there 

i a feeling that the chain i b ing brok n. W stand dumbfounded a 

we se whole limbs falling off the tree, the end of Judai m or J wish 

awareness in branch of our own familie ." 

1. Wha t doe it mean to transmit "the legacy of Jewish 

tradition" when we live in an open society, one in which learning 

from all people and many traditions is so highly vaJued? 

2. Intermarriage is often cited as one of the key indicators of 

the "breaking" of the chain of tradition. Has intermarriage 

occurred in your family? How did your family react? How have 

patterns of acceptance changed from generation to generation? 

II. Adapting Our Tradition: Understanding 
Spiritual Seekers 

3. What does it mean to you to "be religious?" 

On page 7, Dr. Green introduces a notion of spirituality originally 

adapted from Ha idi m but updated to uit contemporary need . He 

writ s: " pirituality is a view of religion that sees its primary task as 

cu ltiva ting and nourishing the human oul or pirit. ach per on, 

according to thi view, ha an inner life that he or he may choo e to 

develop .... Ultimately, !this inwardnes I i ' transpersonaJ ,' reaching 
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deeply into the self b ut th en extending thro ugh a n inward reach 

beyond the individual and linking him/ her to all other selves . . . and 

to the s ingle Spirit or Self of the universe we call God. God is experi

entially accessible through the cultivation o f this in ne.r life, and aware

ness (da'at) of that access is a primary value of religion." 

4 . How do you unders tand this conception of spirituality? 

5. Have you ever used the definition found on the bottom 

of page 7 to define religiosity: "openness to a deep well of inner 

experience?" Have you ever had experiences s imilar to those 

described in the second paragraph on page 7: "experiences in 
nature, in solitude, those induced by meditation and silence, or 

some quite spontaneous?" 

6. Read the text below, which elaborates on Dr. Green's 

conception of spirituality. After reading, use the questions as a 

guide to thinking about the text and your response to it. 

The human body is always finite; 

It is the spirit that is boundless. 

Before you begin to pray, 

cast aside that which limits you 

and enter the endless world of Nothing. 

In prayer turn to God a lone 
and have no thoughts of yourself at all. 

Nothing but Cod exists fo r you; 

you yourself have ceased to be. 

The true redem ptio n of the sou l can on ly happen 

as you step o uts ide the body's limits. 

Rabbi Levi Yitzhak of Berdichev 
Sliemu'a/1 Tova/1, Warsaw, 1938 

(Your Word is Fire, p. 57} 

a. What does it mean to "cast aside what limits you?" 

b. In lines 6-9, R. Levi Yitzhak urges his. readers to think 

only about God, to replace thoughts of oneself with those of 

God. What e ffect is he intending in giving these instructions? 
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c. In the last two lines, R. Levi Yitzhak speaks of the "true 

redemption of the soul" that happens only when one "steps out

s ide the body's limits." What is the experrience he describes? Have 

you ever had such an experience, or come dose to iH 

Ill. W11y Some May Be Spiritual Seekers 

On page 9, we learn that some Jews are "seekers" who "have chosen or 

needed to explore their spiritual lives th rough a variety of non-Jewish, 

mosLly Eastern spiritual paths." 

7. Do you know peo p le who define themselves as seekers? 

Why do you thi n k th at s o me Jew s are a ttracted to Eastern 

religions? What do you think is missing for them in Je:wish life? 

On page 10, Dr. Green lists several reasons why Jews of Lhis genera

tion have become seekers. Among them are globa l t ragedy and 

dissaLisfaction with material rewards. 

8. What other reason s can you think of for becoming a 

seeker? Consider your own experience if you are a "seeker," or 

those of people close lo you , Jews and/or non-Jews. 

Iv. Tire Cliallenges Confronting Spiritual Seelters 

Even those serious seekers among us may be continually frusLrated 

by the apparent "prerequ isites" to "d o ing the Jewish s p iritual life 

seriously" (p. 17), particularly the fact that Jewish prayers ( and most 

texLS) are written in Hebrew. 

9. Do you know any Hebrew? If your knowledge of Hebrew 

is limited, do you feel restricted in you·r ability to participate in 

Jewish prayer services? If they were made available, would you be 

willing to learn some core Hebrew words and expressions that 

might enhance your experience of prayer? 

On page I 8, Dr. Green asks if it is possib le to have a Jewish spiritual life 

without believing in Cod. While many wou ld be quick to a nswer "no," 
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this stance is a r ality for some. The question b ing asked taday i not 

"Do I believe in God?" but "How do I ee my If a a piritual p r on?" 

10. How do you understand this "religious atheist/ agnos

tic" perspective? To amplify your thoughts, reread the first two 

paragraphs on page 19 of Rest ori,ag the Aleph. 

V. You're Invited: Extending A Hand To Spiritual Seekers 

Dr. reen di u e th need to ugg t an alt mative metaphor for the 

divin / human r latjonship that moves beyond the common vertical 

metaphor. While the vertical metaphor "allows for di tance," the "hid

den od buried d ep within the elf feel more like one who ever longs 

to be discov red" (pag 22) . Dr. Gr en uggests the m taphor of one 

"s king to draw wat r from our innermost well." Rather than climbing 

the mountain, in t ad we are "journeying d wn into th d pths ... peel

ing off level after level of externals" (page 21 ). 

11. Discuss your opinion of this metaphor, particularly 

how it differs from the vertical metaphor. In your own reOec

tion about your religious life, are there images that help you 

conceptualize the relation between the divine a nd the human? 

Vl. Growing Religiously 

On page 14, Dr. Green wri tes tha t a ser iou eeker i "o pen to 

taking on piritual d i cip line, v n of th mo t rigorou kind." But 

th e d iscipline must be relevant to u in contemporary ociety. 

12. Think about your current religious practice. What do 

you do to feel Jewish on a regular basis? Do you find those prac

tices meaningful? Do you ever feel you need something more? 

13. Is your experience of prayer in the synagogue ful6Uing? 

How could the synagogue service be more spiritually rewarding 

for you? Do you ever engage in private prayer or meditation? How 

i that different from prayer in the synagogue community? 
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Appended to I.his sludy guide are Dr. Green's "Ten Pathways Toward a 

New Shabbat." They may be used either as a firsl step toward Shabbat 

observance or as a supplement lo tradit..ional p raclice. 

Shabbat is a dassic form of Jewish observance associated wil.h chang

ing our mode of consciousness. It has some qua lilies of meditation or 

spiritual reLTeat. 

14, How do you observe Shabbat! Does your observance 
have some re lationship to the values put forth in this essay? 

SOME FURTHER SOURCES ON SHABBAT 

1. Eric Fromm, The Forgotten Language: An Introduction to the 

Understanding of Dreams, Fairy Tales and Myths (New York: Grove 

Press, 1957), "The Sabbath Rilual." 

2 . Blu Greenberg, How lo Run a Traditional Jewish Household 

(Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson, 1989), Chapter One. 

3. Irving Greenberg, The Jewish Way: Living the Holidays (New York: 

Simon a nd Schuster, 1993), Chapter Five. 

4. Richard Siegel, Michael Strassfeld, and Sharon Strassfeld, 

The Jewish Catalog: A Do-IL-Yourself Kit (Philadelphia: Jewish 

Publication Society of America, 1973). 

5. Sharon Strassfeld and Michael Strassfeld, The Second Jewisf1 

Catalog: Sources and Resources (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication 

Society o f America, 1976). 

6. Sharon Strassfeld and Michael Strassfeld, The Third Jewish Cacalog: 

Creating Community (PhiJadelphia: Jewish Publication So ciety of 

America, 1980). 

7. Arthur Ocean Waskow, Seasons of Our Joy: A Modem Cuide to the 

Jewish Holidays (Boston: Beacon Press, 1990). 
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TEN PATHWAYS TOWARD A NEW SHABBAT 

DO 

1. Stay at home. Spend lime with family and real friends. 

2. Celebrate with others: at the table, in the synagogue, with 

your community or havurah, o r with those with whom you 

can best share in appreciating God's world. 

3. Study o r read something that will edify, chaHenge, or make 

you grow. 

4. Be alone. Take some time for yourself, with yourself. 

Review your week. Ask yourself where you are in your life. 

5. Mark the beginning and end of this sacred time: lighting 

candles and lliddush o n Friday night and havda/ah on 

Saturday night. 
DON'T 

6. Don' t do anything you have to do for your work life. 

This includes obligatory reading, homework for kids 

(even without writing!), unwanted social o bligations, and 

preparing for work as well as doing your job itself. 

7 . Don't spend money. Separate completely from the 

commercial culture that so much surrounds us. 

8. Don' t do business. No calls ilO the broker, no following up 

on ads, no paying o f bills. It a ll can wait. 

9. Don't travel. Avoid especiall y commercial places such 

as airpons, hotel check-ins, a nd similar deperso nalizing 

encounters. Stay free of s ituations in whicl1 people are 

likely to tell you to Nhave a nice day! " 

10. Don't use commercial or canned video entertainment, 

including lV and computer. Stay in situations where you 

L can be face-to-face with those around you, rather than 

facing the all-powerful screen. 
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